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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Editors

First and foremost thank you for accepting our manuscript. We have done the requested editorial change, detailed below, and have checked for typographical errors.

References- the reference list should contain all authors names. The term et al. should not be used. The reference list has been altered to contain all authors names

Reference 42, in press - has this article been published? If so please provide the citation details Reference 42 has been published in the most recent edition of Br J Anaesthesia, the corrected citation has now been added to the reference list

Table as additional files – we notice that you have included table as additional files. The tables have now been added to the main manuscript after the reference section.

References – references must be cited in the text in consecutive numbers The reference list has been checked and is in consecutive order

Country - please remember to include the country in the affiliation list This has been done

Please amend the citation [reviewed in 9] to (reviewed in [9]) This has been done